SPECIAL REPORT
Follow this format for success! - What is Quick Fix Golf?
Our Golf Game Improvement Club is a unique golf experience not available
anywhere else. I’ve looked all over the net, but the internet is huge so maybe I’ve
missed it. If you find anything like what we’re doing please email me the link to
quickservice@quickfixgolf.com.
For the most part, everything I’ve found on the internet is an offer of access to
pre-recorded materials referred to as a lesson vault. Doesn’t sound like a golf lesson to
me! Sounds more like a video one can watch that might or might not have information
that pertains to your specific golf swing issues.
Under Quick Fix Golf, you email in your personal video for analysis and
personalized suggestions with drills are attached that are specific to your needs. BIG
difference!

What’s our mission: To provide top quality “individualized” golf
instruction at a price that any golfer can afford.
Although we have students that are members of prestigious country clubs, our
focus is on maintaining costs that any golfer can afford. How do we do that? It requires
quick systems on our end to get your lesson out to you promptly. It also requires your
cooperation as the student to provide your requests for analysis properly so we don’t
waste a lot of time editing.
Also, our program is in a sense, a self-study course with our help and input to
accelerate your improvement and minimize any false directions that only delay your
success.
Before I go any further please notice that at the bottom of this page is a
statement that this information is copyrighted and proprietary, so please only pass this
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information on to your golfing friends or relatives. Our competition would love to have
this information and do follow us with attempts of duplication which fall short of the
mark.
I’ve been teaching golf in the traditional sense since 1970. We now have a little
over a year of this new online format and I am learning right along with you. I see
students that improve very quickly and I see others that have difficulty at first. I find that
the ones that have difficulty at first, but hang in there and are persistent, improve the
most in the long run. I want everyone to succeed so I’m sharing this information with
you based on the students I’ve seen sky rocket to improvement. These students seem
to all follow the process I am about to reveal to you.
The unlimited lessons feature of our membership is a key element to our
success ratio. It offers outstanding value to the member and provides QUICK targeted
feedback right when the member needs it, without the member concerning him/herself
with additional expenditure, like traditional cost per lesson golf academies would.
To continue offering such a unique service we must be efficient in our processes
for the sake of your golf game your fellow members/students and maintain our costs low
for everyone.
THIS IS THE PROCESS THAT MOST SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS HAVE
FOLLOWED.
Step 1: Read the Action Lesson Manual
You need to get to the online lesson manual. Once you read this information you
will better understand some of the fundamentals of the golf swing and/or ball flight. It is
not a golf book on swing theory. We explain cause and effect and how to recognize
short falls in YOUR golf swing and over all game.
Step 2: Perform the Drills Assigned in Your Initial Video
Perform the drills slowly and deliberately especially in front of a mirror and then
video your drill performance and email it in for analysis. I would not wait long to do this!
Maybe two to three days after working on the drills. We both want to make sure you are
performing the drills effectively. A drill is like medication for your golf swing. It has to
be administered properly. Members who send in a video of them performing a drill
improv the most!
The lesson manual has a complete section on doing drills properly for maximum
effect on pages 22 through 25. Nothing can be more discouraging than working on a
drill and NOT getting the results you expected.
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RIGHT HERE WE CAN MENTION THAT THIS IS THE FANTASTIC ADVANTAGE OF
OUR UNLIMITED LESSONS FORMAT. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT
RUNNING UP LESSON COSTS TO SEND A DRILL VIDEO OR SWING VIDEO FOR
ANALYSIS.
Step 3: Make an Effort to Take Part in the Webinars/Online Classes
Make an effort to attend one of our webinars so you can ask questions directly.
We attempt to post every webinar that we can so you can always watch the webinar at
your leisure but it helps to be able to ask questions live and get an answer right then.
Just go to the main site www.quickfixgolf.com and under “lessons” look for the Golf
Webinars tab.
Step 5: Comb Through the Member’s Only Section
There is an enormous amount of information you can take advantage of. Special
Reports that will increase your knowledge on the golf swing, playing golf on course and
golf equipment. You will no longer be at the mercy of a salesperson at a golf store or
the commercials you see on the latest driver. You’ll know the truth and can always ask
for information we may have missed that will help you save time and money on buying
golf equipment.
Another in-depth source of information is our Golf Blog. We have posting that go
all the way back to 2006! You will find videos of tour caddies reading greens before a
tour event and so much more.

PROCEDURES THAT ARE VITAL TO THE SUCCESS OF THIS PROGRAM
It is essential that the members of the club, (that’s you) use the benefits sensibly
because we are making every effort to make this program affordable. We’re offering a
full year of support for the price of one lesson at a private club. Heck, I’ve seen some of
these swing gurus charging $350 to $700 an hour. Wow! Butch is $3,500 a hour.
That’s NOT us and here’s why. Where the Quick Fix comes in is the speed at
which we can turn around the lesson. Our ability to get to the point and hopefully only
one point at a time and remain focused on that one point until it is “nagged into
submission.”
In SOME CASES THE VIDEO I RETURN TO YOU WILL BE VERY SHORT! For
instance a short drill video you send me I might not say anything more than perfect,
looks good. Just that quick opinion could save you hours of aggravation and frustration.
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CAUTION!!!! This is where I see serious flaws on the part of the
members/students. We assign a specific drill with a specific purpose and then I get an
email that asks about something totally different than the problem at hand. You will
delay your improvement and only frustrate yourself.
I know we’re in trouble when I receive, “I just saw on Youtube teacher X talking
about turning your hips?” You’re toast, guaranteed! The golf tip offered may be with all
good intentions but without the advantage of knowing your swing, the tip might be
poison for your specific situation.
There is a domino effect: Once we address what is the core issue with your
swing motion you will find out that other swing faults will begin to improve as well BUT
you have to be patient and continue on the core issue and forget the peripherals.
Example, a golfer has alligator arms through impact. Once we get the golfer behind the
golf ball properly the arms will extend on their own. Some swing faults are a by-product
of another swing fault.
In short, I need you to develop an understanding of YOUR swing. This is
explained in the lesson manual. Great players know their swing. The opponent to you
in golf is right in your mirror. Self-management and control is key to successful golf.
When should I send in a video?
As mentioned earlier, just after receiving the initial drills it is a good idea to send
in a video of you performing the drills. Drills are a form of medication for your swing and
that medication MUST be taken properly and excessively. That means do a drill every
time nobody’s looking.
Maybe a week or two after your drill review you might send in a video of your
swing to see if there are any improvements. Sending a video of your swing, two days
after starting your drills would be ineffective. Of course, if you’re having a bad reaction
to a drill, sending a video in right away is appropriate.
Bottom line is, use common sense. Make every video count even though they’re
unlimited. If we are inundated with videos that actually have no real purpose we would
either have to raise rates or discontinue the club altogether.
CAUTION!!!! CAUTION!!!! This game of golf can bring out the best and worst
in anyone. Don’t become a head case!!!! Don’t over analysis every position in your
swing. Great balance, tempo and timing will overcome many swing faults. Ask Jim
Furyk.
Be patient with yourself but stay focused on the task at hand. The only time to
actually focus on your positions is when you’re doing a drill. Maybe out on the range as
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well but never on the golf course. You need a simple and repeatable pre-shot routine
and then an ignition switch in the form of a waggle of sorts to start the rhythm of your
swing. Start the golf club out on the right path and the rest of the swing should be a
blur, on the golf course.

IN SUMMARY
We’re here to support you in YOUR effort to become a better golfer. Keep in
mind this is YOUR golf swing, not ours. You are responsible for your golf swing and
golf game. We only provide the tools and experience to help you succeed at whatever
level you desire to reach.
Nobody knows what your golf swing “feels” like but you. Learn to discipline
yourself. Eliminate mistakes like swinging too hard on a long par four to kill a drive only
to leave the ball in the water on the right. You rush a putt which caused you to yank it to
the left. Letting negative thoughts come into your head. Control yourself and you will
develop a more consistent golf game.
Nothing makes me happier that getting positive feedback from our members on a
best yet round of golf, winning a local tournament or just winning a couple of bucks from
your buddies.
My sincerest thanks for being a member of the club and remember I am always
here to serve you.

Bobby Lopez
Bobby Lopez, PGA.
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